
Learn To Make Money Doing What You Love 
I am Sue Silva and I’m a mentor of the Neothink® Society and I am going to talk to you about 
how to make money doing what you love. Have you ever noticed people who seem to have an 
amazing life? They’re happy, wealthy and fulfilled even though they work very hard and long 
days. I used to wonder what these successful people had in common to make money. Have you 
ever wondered how they do it? They all do have one specific thing in common. You often hear 
them say they absolutely love what they do. No matter what it is, it doesn’t seem like work. 

You Can Make Money…And Love Doing It! 

Yes, it is possible to do what you love and make money. You see, what I learned in the 
Neothink® Society is that each person has a deep motivational root that once it’s discovered 
creates a downstream focus that will bring you wealth, happiness and romantic love. So what 
does this mean? Motivation creates success, so if you can stay focused long enough, you can rise 
to the top of your field. That’s how you make money…and loving it! 

The Key to Success…Friday-Night Essence 

Prior to this Society, I was just existing, not really creating or learning anything new. I did not 
know my motivational root. Since becoming a member of the Neothink® Society, I learned that I 
love teaching and coaching by going through a specific process called “Finding Your Friday-
Night Essence”. It takes you back to when you were young, remembering things you would do 
on a Friday night. You can also go back to the jobs that you’ve had in the past. 

Remembering The Past to Make Money Today! 

I remembered that when I was in retail and waitressing, that my favorite thing to do was to train 
the new employees coming in. I would often ask my managers if it was okay to train them, and 
this would bring me joy and happiness. That is why I became a trainer and a coach. I am now 
experiencing immense happiness and increasing wealth doing what I love to do. There are 
specific tools you will learn in the Society like creating a mini-day and finding your Friday- 
Night essence, which creates that downstream focus so you too can make money doing what you 
love. 

	


